
#

65

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6040 301 5.02 1.73 32 3/8 10 1/8 25 1/2 7.32 4.58 110" 16

COLLEGE

KANSAS STATE  (KSST)

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First)

Positions Started

CAREER INFORMATION

Whitehair, CodyOL
DOB (Age)

7-11-92 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Meighan, Vernon

TEAM

Chicago Bears16–2ND–CHI

YEAR – RD – TM

Any scheme needing the flexibility to shift the run/pass balance of the offense and 

versatility in run/pass blocking schemes.

3rd year C starting 49 of 49 games in his career and 17 of 17 games in his first season under HC Matt Nagy and

OL Coach Harry Hiestand featured as the tough and durable centerpiece of the offensive line unit in a balanced

West Coast offense featuring Zone-Read plays, quick passes, and heavy play action. Very good height, weight,

and hand size with good arm length featuring a barrel-like torso and thick, powerful legs. Good AA from very

good balance/quickness/acceleration, good explosiveness/agility, and adequate COD. Pre-snap shows good

mental processing, identifying the “Mike” and adjusting protection.Very good pass pro facing 0 or 1 Techs with

very good quickness out of stance, getting hands in position. Very good UOH with very good punch to stun,

placement to control with very good hand strength, and timing to play long against very good DLs of all sizes.

Very good mental processing/quickness/foot speed, and good agility in pass pro when uncovered using drag

arm to feel 3 Tech on near guard while identifying and picking up stunts/twists, addressed quickly with

agility/foot speed, completely impeding DLs. Good anchor via very good play strength/pad level/balance to win

at or near LOS. Very good Gap blocker with very good footwork off the ball to get in position, quick hand

placement on breastplate on attack step, good explosive attack step in Base block. In Base/DBL blocks, very

good push with very good play strength and competitive toughness at POA finishing with torque against DL of

all sizes. Good foot speed and very good mental processing in Pulls for Power/Counter to wall off/drive off

defenders including DLs and LBs with good AA. Very good Zone blocks with good explosion, very good play

strength/UOH off the snap to engage Combo blocks, patiently sealing the DT to the guard applying force to DTs

hips. Engaging 2nd level blocks for Zone, very good mental processing/quickness and good foot

speed/explosiveness at good angles to engage LBs/DBs including lighter, quicker defenders. Good Reach/Scoop

blocks in Zone blocks with very good balance/quickness and good foot speed to gain leverage against LBs/DBs

with solid AA. Very good competitive toughness, physical and mental, overall shown in restrained nastiness,

playing tough with consistent finish, avoiding penalties, and after plays has positive body language with

shoulders back, head up. In pass pro, adequate ability to fight off defenders hands despite own UOH turns pass

pro snaps against top-end DTs into a street fight vs longer/stronger DTs, resulting in elevated pad level, lunging

and stumbling out of position. In all Zone blocking, adequate COD in space illuminates struggles against

LBs/DBs with good AA capping scoop block ability from its potential. In the NFL, he is a starting Center you can

win because of; a stabilizing force as the center of the line will maintain the depth of the pocket. His play allows

versatility in an offensive scheme to shift the run/pass balance or passing game depth at will, utilizing his AA,

mental processing, play strength, and foot speed to maximize the run game or attack all depths of the field

through the air.

SUMMARY

COD for Reach/Scoop Blocks

Starting Center you can win because of; a stabilizing force as the center of the line will 

maintain the depth of the pocket. His play allows versatility in an offensive scheme to shift 

the run/pass balance or passing game depth at will, utilizing his AA, mental processing, 

play strength, and foot speed to maximize the run game or attack all depths of the field 

through the air.

AA, Anchor, UOH in Pass Pro and Run Blocking, Play Strength, Balance, Play Speed 

2018: vs SEA 9/17, vs NE 10/21, vs MIN 11/18, vs LA 12/9, at SF 12/23

49

SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

WORST

Tapes Viewed

INJURIES

BEST

KEY STATS

49

Significant improvement in Matt Nagy's offense from 2017 to 2018 in penalties reducing 

his false starts by 50% and holding calls by 60%. Below average in penalties committed by 

centers playing 13 or more games in 2018. Averaging less than 1.4 sacks per season over 

his career (on pace with Jason Kelce's career average and better than Alex Mack's most 

recent 3-year average) including only 1 sack allowed in 2018.

2018-No injuries on record, 2017-No injuries on record, 2016-No injuries on record, 

College-No injuries on record

MEASURABLES

C, RG20 41%
Winning %Games WonGames Played Games Started


